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Dear Friend and Student: 

I take pleasure in handing to you now Lesson No. 10. This 
Lesson is one of the most profound Lessons of the entire course of 
instruction, and you will do well to follow it very closely. Also-
please remember--the more time you spend alone with these Lessons, 
and the more time you give to your exercises, the better it will be 
for you. Remember also that if there is any limit to the Power of 
the Great God-Law, then I have not been able to find it. 

Keep quiet at all times. If you keep quiet enough, the God-Law 
will have an opportunity to work through you and to manifest to you 
something of its Presence and Power . Be sure and comprehend the 
part of this Lesson dealing with your "thoughts" for it is quite 
possible that you will have a different idea of "thoughts" before you 
finish these studies. Remember this--THE LAW WORKS WHENEVER AND 
WHEREVER THE CONDITIONS ARE COMPLIED WITH. This LAW is GOD, and it 
HAS to work because GOD is TRUE. 

Sincerely your friend and teacher, 

Frank B. Robinson. 



• 

In this Lesson I am going to go over the ground covered by us to date in our 
studies together, and then I shall show you the principle involved, and show you 
something of the way the GOD-LAW works in the human life. I want you to pay very 
special attention to this Lesson, for you MUST grasp it. You MUST know how to 
put this infinite GOD-LAW to work in your own individual Life. That is what you 
want , and that is what I want for you. Generalities are fine. Interesting reading 
matter is fine. Theories are fine . M~ny of them are true--but unless you under
stand the theory, and put it to work in your own life, THEREBY MAKING A FACT OUT 
0? A THEORY, then your studies will not be as valuable to you as they otherwise 
would be. The LAW exists, and by this time you know it. You must know it. 

Now, what we want to do is to put it to work in your own life. And I am 
speaking here to every individual student I have all over the world. It makes 
not so much difference where you are, nor does it make so much difference just 
what you do. For the universal GOD-LAW is more than sufficient for every and 
all circumstances, and it operates with unerring precision, whether in Shanghai 
or in Timbuctoo. It also operates equally as efficient in a black man as it 
does in a white, or a yellow man. Just as long as a person is a sane and normal 
human being--then the GOD-LAW will work, and it will NEVER FAIL. So you will be 
very foolish if you do not perfectly understand its operations, and not only that, 
if you do not avail yourself of these marvelous operations. 

This mighty Law operates in a spiritual realm. It is a Spiritual Law. 
Therefore you must not expect to SEE the Law work. You will see the results of 
its workings, but you will NEVER see it work. Nor can you explain by means of 
the five senses, just how it worked. Nor can you understand perhaps, the principle 
involved in its working. But these things you do not need to understand. All you 
need to know is that the LAW actually does work, and works here and now. That 
will be sufficient for you to know. For I doubt very much whether or not you care 
very much HO'N this mighty GOD-LAW works, just as long as you know that it DOES WORK. 
You do not understand how or why electricity gives light. You cannot see elec
tricity. You have never seen electricity. You never will see it. You see its 
effects. Nor do you, when you need the electric light, stand at the switch and 
start to try and figure out just how and why the electricity, contained in a bulb 
and through a wire, can, and d'oes give light. 

You are not interested in the "whys" and the "hews" at all. You are only in
terested in GETTING THE LIGHT. So it is in this invisible spiritual realm. You 
need the spiritual light, and: if you are wise, you will throw the spiritual switch, 
and the light will come, in much the same way that it does when you throw the elec
tric switch in your home. If you throw the switch and the electric light in your 
homes does not light--then immediately you say, "WHY---THE POWER IS O?F." And you 
probably would be correct. 

But in the dynamic unseen realm of the GOD-LAW, THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS 
THE "POWER BEING OFr." The switch may get out of order, or you may fail to throw 
it fully in, but ONCE THE SWITCH IS FULLY THROWN--- THE POWER NEVER IS O?F. It is 
ALWAYS on. You will see here that the wise man will throw the switch into the 
spiritual realm---AND WILL LEAVE IT THROWN. HE WILL NEVER NEED TO PULL IT BECAUSE 
THIS SPIRITUAL POWER COSTS NOTHING. No Power Company sends a bill around at the 
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end of the month, and insists that you pay it--not at all. For the Great Mlster 
Life Spirit IS, and IS as free as the very air you breathe. So throw the switch-
leave it in--and then, through the power of the spiritual realm and the GOD-LAW, 
go out and do what you want to do in and through this mighty GOD-LAW. For it is a 
mighty LAW. Shall we look at that LAW for a moment and see just how mighty it is? 

In passing, however, let me remind you that you must not try to understand this 
LAW now. For later you will see that it is none of. the five senses that can recog
nize this GOD-LAW at all. It may be recognized, if necessary, through what may 
correctly be called a sixth sense. But I am not so much concerned here with the 
recognition of the operations of this LAW, as I am with the facts of the material 
results FOLLOWING its operation. For instance, I place a few grains of barley in 
a barrel filled with earth. I also place the same number of grains in a barrel 
filled with iron filings. In the course of time---the little grains I buried in 
the barrel containing the earth, will begin to sprout, and the first thing you 
know, sticking their tiny heads through the soil, will be seen little barley shoots. 
Quite natural--you say. YES--but try and explain it--if you can. You cannot, as a 
matter of fact, and it is useless for you to try to. BUT THE GOD-LAW WAS OPERATING 
IN THAT BARREL AND THROUGH THOSE BARLEY GRAINS JUST THE SAME. And all the scien
tists on earth can put their heads together, and scheme and plot and plan, and try, 
and they can never either explain those processes, nor can they duplicate them. 

For this is outside of their realm. And the man has not been born yet who can 
define spiritual LAW or its operations. We KNOW the GOD-LAW exists. We K~OW its 
results are sure. But we cannot define its actions, nor can we understand what 
makes the LAW work as it does. So let us forget once and for all trying to compre
hend the spiritual manner in which the GOD-LAW brings into manifestation the things 
from the spiritual realm. We know it does just that. And to date I have given 
you a little inkling of how it may be done. But I shall never attempt to tell you 
that I understand the marvelous spiritual processes by which it is done--for I would 
be lying to you if I did. And I try not to lie ever. Many people are amazed at 
the results I obtain in the field of spiritual healing. They absolutely cannot un
derstand it. They see these things done, and they know that according to accepted 
"rules" they should not be done. BUT THEY ARE DONE. For in many and many cases . 
in which the physician is stopped--! receive a wire and throw the mighty Power of 
the GOD-LAW into play--and the results ofttimes make people sit up and think. 

Time and time and again I am asked by both physicians and ministers "HO'N 
DO YOU DO IT?" "JUST WHAT IS THE POWER YOU USE?" "HAVE YOU ANY SPECIAL GIFT 
THAT ENABLES YOU TO DO THESE Ut\USUAL THINGS?" And to all those questionings I 
reply that I do not know just how these things are done. An article recently ap
peared in a national magazine written by me, and dealing with this very thing. In 
that article I told my readers that I could not explain the processes by which these 
remarkable "cures" etc., were accomplished. And I repeat that statement here. I 
KNOW that when this mighty LAW is used, it is absolutely all-powerful, but I can
not tell you just exactly how a germ such . as the streptococcus is made to leave the 
throat of an afflicted child. Nor am' I interested too much in that angle of it. 

When people wire me in an emergency, all I am interested in is the recovery 
of that ill oqe. I don't sit down and try to figure out "how" the God-Law can do 
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it, but I DO throw into play whatever little knowledge of God that I have, and the 
result is usually all that is to be desired. I don't lose very many cases. And 
here it may be well also to tell you that the GOD-LAW works far more effectively 
when you do not try to understand how it works. That's rather strange to some-
but not to me, for I always remember that this is a Spiritual Law we are dealing 
with, and therefore, operating in a spiritual realm, we might better employ our 
time otherwise tha.n in trying to find out "how" and "why" it works. 

So in the case of the grains of barley. Surely neither the iron filings nor 
the earth in these two barrels are at all conscious that grains of barley have been 
placed in them. No one would say that. Neither can one say that the grains of bar
ley themselves know that they are placed in barrels, the one to sprout and the other 
not to sprout. The grains are all about the same, and it would be the rankest kind 
of folly to say for one moment that either these little barley grains, or the earth, 
or the iron filings EVEN KNOW anything at all. Yet one grows and the other does not 
grow. But the answer cannot lie in the intelligence of either the grains of barley, 
the earth, nor yet the iron filings. I think you will see that. But these grains 
DO GROW. And they reproduce their kind also. Those in the filings will not do this. 

The answer to this problem lies in the fact that the great spiritual GOD-LAW 
I am teaching you about, is operating in the case of the barley grains in the barrel 
of earth. IT CANNOT OPERATE IN THE BARREL CONTAINING THE BARLEY GRAINS MIXED WITH 
THE IRONS FILINGS. You ask me why it cannot operate in that particular barrel--you 
will receive your answer in a future Lesson and I shall not anticipate here. The 
grains of barley in the barrel containing the iron filings do not grow, BECAUSE THE 
SPIRITUAL GOD-LAW IS NOT BEING COMPLIED WITH. This answer will do for the present 
time. We know that when the grains are transferred to another barrel containing 
good earth, they WILL grow. They are now in a position in which the GOD-LAW can 
operate, BECAUSE THE COKDITIONS GOVERNING THAT LAW HAVE BEEN COMPLIED WITH. 

So it is in your own life. Whenever the conditions governing the GOD-LAW 
are complied with, THE RESULTS ARE VERY SURE. When they are NOT complied with, 
nothing but failure and disaster can ever manifest. Either that, or a very med
iocre existence is lived, in which joy and happiness and health do not manifest 
themselves in a very marked manner. THE LAW IS NOT BEING COMPLIED WITH--AND 
FAILURE AND DISEASE AND UNHAPPINESS RESULT. So if there are those among my students 
who have been bothering their heads trying to understand just "why God permits this 
and why God permits that" then to such let me say that God has absolutely nothing 
whatsoever to do with these things. The GOD-LAW is NOT being complied with, and 
these unwanted things happen. But don't blame the GOD-LAW for that. DON'T BLAME 
IT FOR SOMETHING THAT HAPPENS THROUGH NON-COMPLIANCE WITH THAT MIGHTY LAW, for the 
Law is not concerned with anything in opposition to it. It is very vitally con
cerned with everything concerned, when these things are heing done through the 
GOD-LAW itself. BUT IT IS NOT CONCERNED ABOUT WHAT HAPPENS IN VIOLATION OF THE 
GOD-LAW. Remember that. And put it down right here and now that if there is 
manifesting in your life, things that are not so good, and things that you don't 
like any too well, put it down that your life is not being lived under conditions 
in which the GOD-LAW can operate. 

Where the GOD-LAW operates, there can be none of these unwanted things. You, 
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however, are studying with me to try and find out how to put the GOD-LAW into opera
tion in your own individual life. You want to know HOW TO INDIVIDUALIZE THE GOD
LAW so that YOU can obtain the many benefits it can and does bring to every human 
soul complying with LAW, and that is the object of this Lesson--to show you just 
that. Always remembering , of course, that we shall not try to understand the 
methods the GOD-LAW uses to manifest these things. You may string piano wires 
zig-zag across a dark room if you want to. Then place in that room a bat--a blind 
bat--and that bat will fly around in that room, AND NEVER HIT A PIANO WIRE. HOW? 
Well you don't know and neither do I. But here we see again the subtle unseen 
GOD-LAW, and we see it IN ACTUAL OPERATION. For it GUIDES THAT BAT BETWEEN THOSE 
PIANO WIRES, AND ~T DOES IT WITH UNERRING ACCURACY. 

You may place a female moth in an empty capsule. Seal that capsule inside an
other capsule. Then seal that capsule inside of still another capsule, and do that 
six times, making sure that no smell of any sort can escape from the inner-most of 
those six capsules. Now--you may introduce a male moth into that room, and the first 
thing the male moth will do is to try and get inside those capsules. ~~Y? Well you 
don't know and neither do I. But I DO KNOW that here again we see the GOD-LAW 
IN ACTUAL OPERATION. You see what I mean? In my home I have in the parlor a 
beautiful glass gold-fish bowl, and in that bowl are three wonderful gold-fish. At 
the same time every night I feed those gold-fish and at the same hour I change the 
water and wash the bowl out. When I enter that room every night to feed those fish, 
there is quite a commotion in that bowl and these three fish swim towards me and 
express their knowledge that I am there to feed them. ~~Y? You do not know and 
neither do I. But I DO KNOW that the mighty GOD-LAW TELLS THOSE FISH THAT IT IS 
FEEDING TIME. You would not attempt to tell me that just from force of habit 
those fish know that it is feeding time . If you do then I shall ask you HOW DO 
THEY KNOW IT? Here again we have out another manifestation of the subtle manner 
in which, whenever and wherever there is LIFE, the SPIRIT OF LIFE IS THERE IN 
SUFFICIENT POWER TO PROVIDE FOR THAT LIFE ~~ATEVER IS NECESSARY FOR THAT LIFE. 
Think that over a little bit. Whenever and wherever there is a human life, there 
is also the GOD-LAW. For this GOD-LAW created this human life in the first place, 
and it cannot be that after that creation (and I mean that individual creation) the 
GOD-LAW disappeared, to be seen and heard from no more. Not at all. 

Now we have seen that your thoughts directed into what we may call "the ether," 
are met by, and perhaps go out upon or into these millions and billions of "cosmic 
rays." V:e know that a thought is the most powerful weapon which can be used to bring 
the GOD-LAW into play. We have seen that a thought is a very vital" PART OF this 
mighty GOD-LAW. We have seen that the thoughts, to put this GOD-LAW into operation, 
must be directed into and charged with the one supreme thing in life most needed. 
EVERY NEGATIVE THOUGHT MUST BE PUT A THOUSAND MILES INTO THE NO~HERE. UNDER NO CIR
CUMSTANCES MUST A FAILURE THOUGHT OR A NEGATIVE THOUGHT OF ANY KIND EVER BE ALLO~ED 
TO ENTER YOUR HEAD. If they are allowed to enter, then your work is undone, for it 
takes twice as many positive thoughts to put out these "fear" thoughts. So don't 
entertain them. I might just as well say to you here that if you do entertain them, 
you will lose. 

Some one about here is going to write to me and tell me that they "CAN'T HELP" 
these fear thoughts or these negative and destructive thoughts from coming into their 
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heads. Well--if there be such a person in existence, then I feel very sorry for 
him or her. For when ~person gets to the place where he tells me that he "CAN'T 
HELP" these thoughts from coming, then I say to such a one--"what a pity--where did 
you lose your manhood or your womanhood?" Yes, it's thrice a pity, for even a baby 
knows its own mind. And yet full grown men and women come to me and write to me 
and try to tell me that they can't control their own thoughts. What a pity I say 
again. For when one gets to the place in which he is not absolute master of 
his own thoughts, then I honestly feel sorry for him. For a thought is certainly 
the one thing above all others that CAN be mastered. It CAN be directed. It CAN 
be made to bring results from the spiritual realm--and it WILL bring them, when you 
are IN EARNEST ENOUGH TO SEE THAT YOUR THOUGHTS ARE WHAT THEY SHOULD BE. 

There is no room in this world for the man or woman who cannot absolutely con
trol his or her own thoughts. For that simply means that such a person cannot control 
him or herself. For the man or the woman is but the thought crystallized--and if 
one cannot direct his own thoughts, or choose which thoughts he wants to entertain, 
then I am doubly sorry for such a person. Life's choicest blessings are for the man 
or the woman who is absolute master of his or her own thoughts, and who, IN THE 
THOUGHT REALM, DECIDES TO BE WHATEVER HE OR SHE WANTS TO BE. For such a one by this 
attitude, IS THROWING INTO PLAY THE SPIRITUAL GOD-LAW, and SOONER WILL THE HEAVENS 
FALL THAN SUCH A ONE BE DISAPPOINTED. For the Power behind it all---the GOD-LAW be
hind it all---HAS ORDAINED THA~ THE LAW GOVERNING ITS OWN OPERATION IS A LAW OF AB
SOLUTE CONFIDENCE. FIRST:-confidence in the Law itself. SECOND:-confidence in 
one's self to use the LAW. THIRD:-confidence in one's fellow-men and women. That 
will bring the Law into Play. That will make you an overwhelming victor in life-
and don't you forget it brother or sister. For I know of no more dynamic way to 
GET THE RESULTS THAN TO SHOW THE MIGHTY INTELLIGENT GOD-LAW THAT YOU HAVE UTTER 
CONFIDENCE IN ITS EXISTENCE, AND ALSO IN ITS POWER TO DO FOR YOU, HERE AND NOW. 

Jesus said, "If ye had faith a.s a grain of mustard seed--etc.," and how well he 
knew what he was talking about. FAITH? There isn't very much of it on this earth, 
my friend. There is very little in one's fellow-men, let alone in God. And yet-
FAITH--and lots of it--is one of the necessary conditions necessary to the operation 
of the GOD-LAW. In fact it IS the LAW itself. Let me try to make that statement 
a little plainer if I may. The Law is that FAITH IN THE LAW BRINGS THE RESULT OR 
THE ANSWER TO ONES DESIRES. Now let me illustrate--and this information is first 
hand for it happened to me, and therefore I can speak with absolute certainty. Some 
time ago, and when this business of mine was in its infancy, there came a time when 
I did not know just what the future would be. I had had no publishing experience 
whatsoever and never before had I written anything for publication. 

Here I was- -practically a "greenhorn" one might say, and with an entirely 
new business on my hands, and running in opposition to long established and wealthy 
concerns. I had practically nothing. I had one thing though--I had an unshakable 
faith in the GOD-LAW and that means in reality I had everything. Now--there came 
this time I speak of. Magazines were wiring me--calling me from New York and Chicago 
on the telephone, and begging me to give them a page ad for their next issue. For 
the success of "PSYCHIANA" went through news agencies and advertising agencies at 
a very rapid rate, and I was besieged with requests for these full page ads I run. 
Now bear in mind please that full page ads in national magazines cost money--and 
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some of them cost lots of it. I had practically nothing at that time--and further
more--had I had no confidence in the GOD-LAW you would not be reading this Lesson 
now, for I should have been swallowed up in a very short order, as many have since 
that time who sought to imitate my methods and this teaching. They found that it 
could not be done--so they ran a couple of ads and then shut up shop. 

Here I was though--no~ knowing for certainty whether I should "make the 
grade" or not. A few fellows had trusted me with a few hundred dollars each, and 
these boys could ill afford to lose it--and I didn't want them to lose it either. 
But I knew that if I had discovered some little of the ACTUAL TRUTHS of the REAL 
GOD--this teaching would go like wildfire. (To-day--two years later I am sending 
my literature into 73 different countries). But as far as actual knowledge was 
concerned, out side of my faith in the GOD-LAW, I had no assurance that even my full 
page announcements would bring one single reply. But I knew that the world needed 
my teachings. I knew they were true, and, I ALSO KNEW THAT IF MY THEORY OF THE 
PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE AND GOD WAS CORRECT, THE GOD-LAW WOULD BE BEHIND ME ONE THOUSAND 
PER CENT. So, with a qui~t smiling trust, I went ahead. One corporation wired me 
and I inserted ads to the tune of about two thousand dollars. ·Then the next day 
another one wired me, this one costing $1450.00 I ordered that ad in also. Then 
on top of all that I ran the circulation up to many millions, without even having 
the slightest idea where the money was coming from to pay for these ads, and the 
funniest part of it all was that I HAD NOT THE SLIGHTEST DOUBT OF THE GOD-LAW THAT 
THE MONEY WOULD COME FROM SOME~~ERE. 

NOT FOR ONE INSTANT DID DOUBT OF GOD EVEa ENTER MY MIND. So I did the 
thing that was needed to be done--and ordered the ads. Not many men would have 
done that--but I KNEW THAT I HAD CONFIDENCE IN THE GOD-LAW, AND I KNEW FURTHER 
THAT THIS CONFIDENCE WAS THE VERY THING WHICH MADE THE LAW OPERATE. I KNEW THAT. 
And so--never giving the bills a second thought, and with a sweet smiling confi
dence in the mighty ever-present unseen spiritual dynamic God-Law, I went about my 
daily business--and when the time came to pay the bills--they were paid. If I 
were to tell you the way in which the GOD-LAW worked in this case, you would have 
some time crediting your ears. For it was little short of uncanny--and I don't 
mean perhaps either. But the money came--the bills were discounted--and this thing 
is daily growing by leaps and bounds, as, all over the world men and women are find
ing that GOD LIVES AS THE MOST SUBTLE INVISIBLE FORCE IN EXISTENCE TO-DAY. And 
don't you forget it brother or sister. 

NOW LISTEN TO ME SOME MORE---IT IS UTTERLY IMPOSSIBLE FOR YOU TO RELY ABSOLUTELY 
ON THE GOD-LAW FOR ANYTHING WITHOUT RECEIVING IT. You can try a thousand different 
ways to get what you want without the operation of the God-Law---but you CANNOT PUT 
IT INTO OPERATION WITHOUT YOUR DESIRES OR PRAYERS BEING ANSWERED. What do you think 
of that? And now let me tell you something else--~HEN ONCE YOU DEMONSTRATE EVEN THE 
TINIEST LITTLE BIT, THIS MIGHTY SPIRITUAL POWER---IT WILL BECOME SECOND NATURE TO 
YOU TO USE IT. You will never for one instant act outside of its realm. For you will 
know that to live apart from the God-Law would be very foolish. And let me say to 
you this also--there comes a sense of POWER to the man who relies upon the existence 
of the GOD-LAW in his life. That man gets somewhere and all the world knows that 
he is going somewhere too. For He is LINKED UP TO THE GREATEST POWER THIS WORLD 
HAS EVER KNOWN. It is the very same power that took the two little germ-cells I 
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spoke about, and made YOU out of them. It is the very same invisible subtle POWER 
that gives the bat the guidance to miss the piano wires. And it is also the very 
same intelligence that tells the male moth that a female moth is hidden inside six 
sealed capsules. That is the sort of a POWER it is. 

And it would be vain to try and tell me that such an intelligence could not 
and cannot guide EVERY MOMENT OF YOUR LIFE, AND EVERY ACTION OF THAT LIFE OF YOURS, 
SO THAT THE VERY THINGS YOU DESIRE CAN COME TO YOU. IT CAN. IT WILL. IT DOES. 
And the funny part of it all is that you will not be conscious of the fact that the 
GOD-LAW is at work for your benefit until the thing you want begins to shape itself 
up. Remember this please. Remember that this mighty GOD-LAW is invisible. Remem
ber also that it only operates in an invisible spiritual realm--therefore YOU CANNOT 
SEE ITS OPERATIONS. 

BUT YOU MAY KNOW WITH ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE THAT IT IS WORKING IN YOUR BEHALF 
JUST AS LONG AS YOU ARE IMPRESSING ON THAT GOD-LAW THROUGH YOUR THOUGHT REALM, THE 
THINGS YOU DESIRE. Therefore--how manifestly foolish it would be for one to say 
that just because he did not understand the GOD-LAW--and just because he did not 
SEE it in operation-~it was not working. That would b~ sheer nonsense. And the 
man or woman adopting that attitude NEVER WILL RECEIVE ANYTHING FROM THIS INVISIBLE 
LAW---THIS INVISIBLE GOD. He cannot. The LAW is not being complied with. This 
LAW is here for the very purpose and for no other .purpose than to PROVIDE EVERY 
RIGHT THING THE ~tAN HEART CAN NEED. IT IS A LAW OF GOD THAT ALL SUCH THINGS 
SHALL BE. AND HE HAS PROVIDED IF YOU PLEASE, A NEVER FAILING LAW WHICH OPERATES 
TO THAT END. And the LAW has never failed yet. 

The conditions fulfilling the Law or rather governing the Law are very simple. 
But until they are grasped those soaked in orthodox theology cannot see it. But 
that does not alter the fact of the existence of this mighty dynamic GOD-LAW. Deny
ing the Law of Gravitation does not nullify that Law. It still works. Denying 
the Law of Electricity does not nullify that Law. It still works. Denying the ex
istence of this God-Law does not nullify that Law . It still works. Those who deny 
its existence only STOP THE POWER FROM COMING INTO THEIR OWN LIVES. And again--
where denying the existence of this God-Law stops automatically the Power from 
operating in the life of the one denying the Law--ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF THE LAW IS THE 
VERY FIRST STEP TOWARDS PUTTING THESE STAGGERING GOD-POWERS INTO PLAY IN YOUR OWN 
LIFE. FIRST--recognize the existence of the LAW. Then--believe it. Then--test it 
out for yourself and see whether or not it works. 

You turn on the electric light--never questioning. What is the result? Why 
the room is flooded with light. You trust in the God-Law and what is the result? 
Why the LIFE is flooded with this unseen spiritual God- Power. You automatically 
depend upon it--and IT NEVER FAILS. I wonder if you can do that. Do you think you 
can? Let me illustrate. Not so long ago a banker in the East wrote to me telling 
me that two of his banks were in distress. This good friend didn't know which way 
to turn. He knew of the existence of the GOD-LAW for he has followed me in every
thing I have written to date . But in the crisis of having two banks on the verge 
of failure--he weakened a little bit. Not much--but he did weaken a little. In 
the very moment he should have .been strongest--he slipped a little. He was not sure 
of the proper move to make, and, as was quite natural - -HE MADE THE WRONG MOVE. It 
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did no harm in this case, for I should have said that he contemplated the wrong 
move. He got in touch with me though, and got straightened out, AND NEITHER BANKS 
CLOSED ITS DOORS. From a totally unexpected angle came the relief. HE COMPLIED WITH 
THE GOD-LAW AND THE ANSWER WAS SURE. The bank was saved. BUT THE RESULT WAS THROUGH 
AN OPERATION OF THE GOD-LAW AND THROUGH, THE CONSTANT REALIZATION ON THE PART OF 
THIS BANKER THAT SUCH, A LAW EXISTED AND WAS SURE. In rather a miraculous manner, 
a certain way opened up--and lo and behold, instead of bemoaning troe threatened 
failure of this man's two banks, he saw the foolishness of such worrying--and LET 
THE INTELLIGENCE OF GOD GUIDE. And it did. And as always--the man is more suc
cessful today than he ever was. And, as usual, there is no doubt NOW in that 
man's mind as to whether or not it is better to trust in the GOD-LAW, even through 
darkness, than it is to go ahead under one's own steam. 

A letter came to-day noon from a man who owns a hotel worth $40,000. They 
took the hotel away from him last week on a mortgage of about $6,000---and this man 
writes me:- "Vl'HAT CAN I DO?" I haven't answered the letter yet--but do you know 
what I'm going to tell that man? I'm going to tell that man to DIRECT HIS THOUGHTS 
AND DESIRES CONTINUALLY INTO THE GOD-REALM---AND LEAVE THEM THERE. I shall tell 
that man to be wide awake for the leadings which will INEVITABLY COME TO HIM FROM 
THE SPIRITUAL REALM---THROUGH HIS OWN THOUGHT REALM---and if he will do that--and 
I know he will, before the year's grace is up he will have his hotel back and the 
mortgage will be paid. For he has one year in which to redeem it. And by the 
very simple plan of PUTTING THE GOD-LAW INTO OPERATION BY TRUSTING IT AND TELLING 
IT WHAT IS DESIRED---THE RESULTS WILL BE SURE. There is no mistake about this. 
For just that is the whole purpose of the GOD-LAW. That is the reason it is here. 
That is the reason it was placed here millions of ages ago. DO YOU SEE THAT? 
For this GOD-LAW is RESPONSIBLE FOR EVERYTHING IN EXISTENCE--even you and me. 

There never was a created thing that did not FIRST originate in the realm of 
this spiritual GOD-LAW. And there never can arise a circumstance which this God
Law cannot change if a change is necessary. For this LAW is TRUTH. It is JUSTICE. 
It is LOVE. It is RIGHT. And greater than all--IT IS AN EVER PRESENT PROVIDING 
GOD. And don't you forget it. If you do not use this mighty Life Spirit--that 
is your fault--not mine. I am telling you of its existence, and I am showing you 
as intelligently and as earnestly as I possibly can, just how to use it. FIRST-
recognize its presence. You know YOU are alive, so the God-Law must be there too. 
SECOND:-recognize its POWER. THIRD:-put the power into play NOW--and HERE--and 
for ~~ATEVER YOU NEED IN LIFE, and, to repeat, SOONER WILL THE HEAVENS FALL THAN 
YOU BE DISAPPOINTED. The only thing that can possibly hinder is a wavering 
faith. So don't waver. 

Here is a student of mine working shall we say in a garage. He is a mechanic. 
He has nothing except his wages. He wants a nice home--he wants a good car--he wants 
to be happy. Now according to all the rules of the game, about the usual thing 
this student would say, before beginning his studies with me of course, would be 
something about like this:- "Oh heck--I can't ever get any place. I can't ever 
save enough to buy a garage. It takes too much money to live these days." And 
the chances are that he never would get the garage he wanted. But you take that 
person, and let him make up his mind that HE WANTS THAT GARAGE. Let him make up 
his mind that he REALLY WANTS THAT HOME. And, being in earnest--he follows my 
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studies implicitly. We find his predominating thought continually on that garage. 
We find him doing the exercises I have prescribed . We find that man SENDING HIS 
DESIRES OR THOUGHTS INTO THE GOD-REALM EVERY DAY AND EVERY NIGHT. We find that 
man having faith in the God-Law---and what happens. In the first place that man, 
perhaps unknown to himself, IS BRINGING INTO PLAY THE MOST DYNAMIC SPIRITUAL LAW 
THIS WORLD HAS EVER SEEN. HE IS BRINGING INTO PLAY THE VERY FORCE OR SPIRITUAL 
POWER THAT CAUSED THIS CREATED SCHR~E TO BE. And, according to the God-Law, which 
by the way can NEVER FAIL, the things this young man wants ARE ALREADY BEGINNING TO 
MANIFEST SOMEWHERE. Somewhere--circumstances, and all unknown to this fellow---are . 
shaping themselves so that this man can have his garage. What does it? Why the all 
consuming and universal GOD-LAW does it. For never was a man born yet--outside of 
that LAW. Never a circumstance yet--outside of that Law. Never a desire expressed 
yet--really expressed and the answer expected--outside of that Law--and these desire 
ALWAYS WIN. THEY NEVER FAIL. 

For don't you see--this great GOD-LAW is all in all. It is the Life Spirit 
that exists everywhere. It is the intelligence that guides the geese over the snow
capped hills of Canada to sunny southern California. It is the MOTIVE POWER BEHIND 
EVERY MAN VillO WANTS TO ACHIEVE OR DO SOMETHING FOR HI~SELF. Get that, friend. The 
motive power--is the GOD-LAW. And this garage man, by directing his thoughts and 
desires to God, HAS ALREADY PUT INTO OPERATION THE LAW THAT CAN NEVER FAIL. And the 
only thing that can possibly stop the material manifestation of that garage, is for 
the young fellow to LOSE his FAITH--and quit. Even then sometimes these desired 
things manifest. The GOD-LAW,ONCE STARTED INTO ACTION FOR YOU AND ME,ALWAYS DOES WHAT 
WAS IMPRESSED UPON IT. This is what the Galilean Carpenter meant when he said:- "ALL 
THINGS, ~~ATSOEVER YE DESIRE, ~~EN YE PRAY (DESIRE) BELIEVE THAT YE RECEIVE THEM, AND 
YE SHALL HAVE THEli." THIS IS THE LAW OF GOD. This is where the spiritual power lies. 

And from time immemorial this same power has been going to waste because 
men and women did not know of the LAW involved. They couldn't see it--so they never 
suspected that such a LAW existed. They can't see radio waves either--and until a 
demonstration was made men didn't believe they existed either. But just as surely 
as the radio waves exist--so does the God-Law exist. They listened to what the 
churches and superstitious religionists had to say about God, and they made up minds 
that the church God (in the sky) never could help them here and now. And they were 
correct. But the existence of this now known GOD-LAW never has been suspected, even 
by those who think they know the most about God to-day. What a pity. 

But as I say, as this teaching becomes known, and as men and women begin to 
talk about it and spread abroad the results our students are obtaining, it will not 
be very long until this Power is universally known for what it is. Demonstration 
after demonstration will be made. Healing after healing will occur. Poverty wi ll 
begin to wane. For men and women , for the first time in history, through my teach
ings I humbly must state, ARE GETTING A TINY GLIMPSE OF THE MARVELOUS GOD-LAW AT 
THEIR DISPOSAL. And no wonder they step out on this mighty Power and do things. 

Here I am going to leave you once more until next week. Then I shall perhaps 
tell you the story of how, in less than two years, through the operations of the 
God-Law---I CHANGED ABSOLUTELY FAILURE AND POVERTY INTO· GLORIOUS SUCCESS AND PLENTY. 
For you will remember--it is not two years yet since I lived in a rented apartment--
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had no money--no car--no life insurance--just a "job"--and a wife and baby. The 
GOD-LAW, however, in less than two short years changed all that. Now, through 
using the God-Law, I own a beautiful home, one of the best in Moscow, I own a won
derful Sedan--an extra lot next door to my home--I have had installed a beautiful 
pipe-organ in that home--I have many thousands of dollars worth of life insurance, 
and million upon millions of people have seen my picture and hundreds o( thousands 
have heard my voice over the radio. 

And the next Lesson will tell you something about how I did that. And you 
will certainly be interested in hearing about it, for I don't think it has ever 
been duplicated by anyone. Changes have been made all right--but I don't think 
as radical a change in as short a time. And on top of all that, I have thousands 
of students all over the world who are using the same methods for the same results, 
and my files tell mighty interesting stories of their successes. 

Keep the thought of what you want directed into the spiritual God-Realm, 
and KEEP at it. REALIZE THAT THE CHANCES ARE THE THING YOU WANT IS ALREADY ON 
THE WAY TO YOU. DON'T FORGET THAT--AND LIVE IN THE CONSTANT EXPECTATION OF ITS 
MANIFESTATION. For it is yours in the moment you can rely on this mighty God
Power to bring it. And remember--when the God-conditions are complied with, the 
God-Law never fails. 

Cordially your friend and teacher, 

Frank B. Robinson 
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~AMINATION QUESTIONS FOR LESSON NO. 10 

These examination questions are for your benefit and you should 
know the answers to them all. If they are not clear to you, read your 
Lesson again and again until they are clear. 

1. What is the subject of Lesson 10? 

2. You must not expect to see the God-Law work; Why not? What 
will you see? 

3. Wherein does the God-Law resemble the electric light? Wherein 
does it differ? 

4. What is the illustration of the barrel and the grains of barley? 
The lesson conveyed thereby? 

5. How may this lesson be applied to your own life? 

6 . What is the most powerful instrument by which to bring the 
God-Law into play? 

? . , "The God-Law ordained that the law governing its own opera
tion is a law of absolute confidence . " Confidence in what? 

8. Faith in the God-Law brings the results desired. Doctor Robinson 
gives a striking example of this in the early history of PSYCHIANA? 

9. When may you know, with absolute confidence, that the God
Law is working in your behalf? 

10 . What is the first step towards putting the God-Law into play 
in your own life? 

11. Three steps are required in all? 

12. Jesus correctly expressed the God-Law in giving his directions 
for prayer. Can you quote the passage? 
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